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Pocket Heart
(For use with RMS™ 2’ Hearts)*
Materials Needed:
53 White 5” Balloons (or another desired color)
4 White #260 Balloons (or another desired color)
2 RMS™ 2’ Heart Frameworks
Directions:
Open RMS™ 2’ Hearts according to packaged directions.
Spray paint RMS™ 2’ Heart now if desired. Let dry.
Remember: add a light coat of spray adhesive after painting.
Cut one RMS™ Heart Framework as indicated in diagram #1.
(Conserve top portion of cut heart for future use.)
Inflate 50 5” white balloons to 4" in diameter and tie in doublets with balloons
close together.
Inflate 1 5” white balloons to 4" in diameter.
Inflate 2 5” white round balloons to 3" in diameter.
Inflate 2 #260 Balloons 36” in length.
Load doublets of 5” white balloons horizontally into RMS™ 2’ Heart Framework
per RMS™ general heart instructions into white area as indicated in
Diagram #2.
Load single balloons into remaining three apertures of the white area.
Load doublets of 5” white balloons vertically into the gray area as indicated
in Diagram #2.

Diagram #1

Diagram #2

Tie two #260 balloons together at the inflation ends. Open the two #260
balloons and form a circle around the neck of a vertical doublet at one
end of the line of grey apertues in Diagram #2. Twist. Repeat the
circle and twist pattern until all vertical doublets have been encircled.
Install three doublets horizontally, as indicated by the black section of Diagram
#3, into the half heart Matrix. Affix the half Heart Matrix to the 10 top
balloons of the vertical doublets. See Diagram #3.
Fill the RMS™ Pocket Heart with flowers and greenery as desired,.
*Note: This design may be created in RMS™ 3’ Heart Framework. Use 9”
or 11” round latex balloons underinflated to 6” instead of the 5” balloons
underinflated to 4”.

Diagram #3

